THE COMPLETE CLOUD™
SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE
OVERVIEW
With The Complete Cloud™ receive comprehensive Security and
Compliance coverage through People, Processes and Technology.

PEOPLE
Security and Compliance team
comprised of certified cloud
engineers and security specialists

PROCESSES

TECHNOLOGY

Compliance-audit ready, intrusion
detection, DDoS monitoring,
triple-factor authentication

Enterprise-grade hardware,
multiple data center facilities
with disaster recovery readiness

A DEDICATED SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE TEAM
Certified engineers monitor all areas of your cloud environment and proactively through due diligence,
training and certification, manage your cloud environment.
Changes that happens in production require tickets, due diligence has to be put in place, management reviews
it, management approves it, then the technician executes it.
Records and audit trails of all user activity that happens within the environment are logged. Examination of who
has access to what information to ensure that the compliance is set, looking for malicious activities such as
reversing transactions in ledgers, deleting HR handbooks, and deleting corporate documents.
MBS Secure follows the same principles as a publicly traded company to protect your shareholder’s investment.

HIPAA (AND OTHER) COMPLIANCE-AUDIT READINESS
It’s not just a matter of having antivirus or having comprehensive gateway suites. MBS Secure provides internal
technology procedures so that if you are going through an internal HIPAA audit, we are there to support you
100% of the way.
Pass on the technology component of the HIPAA audit to MBS Secure.
MBS Secure provides full certifications and technology compliance, full data recovery processes and full audit
and logs on user and data interactions. You are now longer under scrutiny on their technology side.
Actively monitor user accounts, authentication, and data to ensure PCI, SOC2, SAS70, and HIPAA compliance.
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THREE-STEP AUTHENTICATION
The Three- Step Authentication method is a key security differentiator. There are three barrier walls of
authentication that have to occur in order for unwanted outsiders to get access to the medical records.
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First step: secured
password to the cloud.

Second step: tunnel that
connects you to it whether
it’s mobile or it’s a direct
tunnel from the location
they’re at with our
clients, a router.

Third step: authentication
to get into the practice
management.

HIGHLY SECURED DATA CENTER PROTECTION
MBS Secure safeguards your data in multiple military-grade facilities and your data is stored on enterprisegrade equipment (such as those used by Fortune 500 enterprises). Any dental operation can enjoy the same
technology advantages of enterprises, now at fractions of the cost. Our cyber security and the enterprise
grade solutions are much stronger than what 99.9% of dental operations have in place today.
Constantly monitoring inbound and outbound traffic with probes and alerts allowing our artificial intelligence
technology to ensure protection against virtual threats before they get into your private cloud environment.
Comprehensive protection against DDoS attacks. MBS Secure owns our own internet IP addresses so we’re
not on the same rings where you would have a potential DDoS attack.
Live-to-the-second encrypted backup & replication.
For multi-location operations, MBS Secure will consolidate into our data centres creating one secure compliant
environment that’s going to be under our control following all the rules and regulations of those compliancies.

BREACH AND DISASTER RECOVERY READINESS
MBS Secure has never had a breach. However, in the unlikely event there was one, clients are fully safeguarded:
Snapshots of your environment are taken, all the data not only is protected and encrypted (at rest and in transit).
If a breach occurred we will pull copies of your data from offsite storage to rapidly restore your systems and put
you back within the last transaction.
Disaster recovery is in place by positioning your data across all facilities and allowing us to quickly and easier
be online whether a threat occurred or a threat needed to be remediated.

Email us today at sales@mbssecure.com
or give us a call on 877-627-0787
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